ACROSS
1. Extremely large reduction in fuel that's consumed (8)
5. Disaster within Sofia's community (6)
10. Currently fashionable, retired artist capturing camper in idyllic place? (7)
11. Inferior: far too loose round head of screw (2,1,4)
12. Flooded a laundry (5)
13. Neckwear for smokehouse worker in Arbroath? (6,3)
14. Fully functional, like a jogger before dawn? (2,3,7)
18. Accomplish win, getting clear (5,7)
21. North Yorkshire resort, favoured one, gets special treatment (3,6)
23. Unexpected development for Oliver? (5)
24. Bony, a maltreated langur (7)
25. Maine, a certain size (7)
26. Recruit, strangely silent (6)
27. One supporting that woman during a depression (8)

DOWN
1. Novelist, Mauriac, on radio shows (6)
2. Rope line, one gnawed by a rodent? (6)
3. Cheerfully irresponsible mates turned up in good spirits (4-5)
4. A stroll through Kensington Gardens in a breeze? (1,4,2,3,4)
6. How farce ends is silly (5)
7. Those I'm worried about love a drink (8)
8. Exceed available balance (8)
9. Reliable policeman on foot, on middle of aqueduct (6-8)
15. Horrifying experience seeing cavalier beheaded on horse (9)
16. Female actor initially featured in rare film (8)
17. Extravagant getting special gold pair (8)
19. Reckon value (6)
20. Bowled in a cricket match under the most favourable circumstances (2,4)
22. Book a sailor brought over (5)

Solution 15,768